Calendar
Jun 4

Mark & Sheila Goodman
(Cancelled)

Jun 11

Memorial for Joe Heumphreus

Jun 18

Joe & Leslie Bussing

Jun 25

Richard & JoAnn Abraham
(Cancelled)

Jul 16

Gary & Marilyn Siegel

Jul 23

Ventura Fair display build.

Jul 30

Ventura Fair display build.

Aug 3-14 Ventura County Fair
Aug 27

Sal & Deborah Mele

Sep 17

Gary & Marilyn Siegel

Oct 1

Ed Morse
Santa Maria

Oct 29

Georges & Marie
Arseneault

Nov 5

Gary and Jane Olmstead

Nov 19

Gary & Marilyn Siegel

Dec

Open

JUNE 2022
June 11, 2022
Memorial for Joe Heumphreus
Dear Friends,
Thank you for honoring and remembering Joe on June 11th. The Memorial
begins promptly at 4:30 p.m. Joe was a railroad man, after all, and his trains ran
on time. Gather as early as 4 p.m. if you want to visit and hear some lively
music. The reception follows at 5:30 p.m. at the adjacent Goleta Depot. We
will celebrate with train rides and ice cream.
There are 55 parking spaces in the Goleta Depot lot at 300 N Los Carneros Rd.
And there is plenty of parking right next door at Anthem Chapel for Joe's
service. The first driveway north of the Depot on N Los Carneros Rd (a mere
100 feet away) is the entrance to the chapel parking. The driveway is flanked by
2 flags saying "Anthem Chapel". Enter the dirt lot. It will be striped for
parking. You'll see the large Tent where the services will be held. There is
plenty of seating. This is an outdoor service. You are welcome to mask or not.
We are doing everything we can to keep you safe. There will be music but no
singing. And there will be lots of fun.
The parking at Anthem Chapel is an easy stroll to the Depot after the Memorial.
Please watch your step, as the ground has been made uneven by happy gophers.
If you plan to hang out at the Depot until the last locomotive is put to bed, you'll
want to bring a comfortable lawn chair. This week our evenings have been
blessedly cool. You may want to bring a sweatshirt.
Casual clothing is recommended, especially Aloha shirts for you guys! And if
you have them handy, please wear your club name tags.
Thanks to all of you who have RSVP'd. Let me know if you plan to come and
haven't let me know.

Newsletter: John Lyans
lyans@pacbell.net
Accounts/Badges:
Bruce Kuebler
pbkuebler@sbcglobal.net
Web Page: Gary Olmstead
https://www.gcgrs.com/
Meet Scheduling/Facebook: John & Kim
Whitaker
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1459963422192
53/

All Aboard! See you Saturday!
Mary Heumphreus
mthep46@gmail.com
June 11, 2022
Service - Anthem Chapel
4:30 p.m.
Reception - Goleta Depot
5:30 p.m. till dusk
300 N Los Carneros Rd
Goleta, CA 93117

June 18 Bussing Meet
Hello GCGRS members! Leslie and I are hosting a meet on Saturday, June 18 at 11:00AM. You are welcome
to bring your own trains, “if it fits” you can run it (BATTERY ONLY, NO TRACK POWER). We will take a
few precautions during the meet.
1. Masks are optional and we will leave the decision with you. Leslie and I are fully vaccinated and boosted
and will not be wearing them.
2. Plan on “brown bagging it,” bringing your own lunch. It is okay if you want to bring a desert to share.
3. We will provide bottled water.
4. In the bathroom, we’ll have a pump soap dispenser, paper towels and pump hand sanitizer. We will also
have pump hand sanitizer available on the patio.
5. We have a large yard with plenty of shade from trees plus a large patio cover and pop-ups, so we will be
able to spread out.
6. This is an outdoor event. The house is off limits except for the bathroom.
NOW FOR THE FUN STUFF!
The railroad layout is looking great with over 1,000 feet of track, so we’ll have plenty of room to run multiple
trains. The theme is narrow gauge, small town America circa 1900 to 1940. This is an “Operating”layout that
includes freight depots, oil storage facilities, a stockyard, grain silos, etc. (26 total structures, many scratch
built), all with sidings for cars. Eight scratch-built wooden and steel bridges are scattered along the mainline.
Also, please take a look at my early 20th century scratch-built oil rig. It took first prize in the 2018 national
modeling competition at LargeScaleCentral.com. The rules were simple: take a wooden 2x4 and $30, then
build whatever you like in 30 days. Virtually everything on it is hand made.
If you plan on running a train, here are some pointers to keep in mind. The layout features curves as tight as 9
½ feet in diameter and grades up to 4%. The layout runs throughout the yard, so you will need to walk along
with your train in order to keep it in sight. Locomotives in 1:20.3 should not be larger than a Connie 2-8-0 or
a C-19. Trains comprising seven or less cars fit nicely on many of the sidings. You shouldn’t have a problem
running modern 1:32 engines with
a few more cars.
The layout features my scratch-built hand-operated turntable on the southern tip of the railway. It has a few
eccentricities but I encourage you to give it a try. It’s a lot of fun, and I’ll have instructions along side of it.
The goal is to switch the train from westbound to eastbound by turning around the engine and moving the
caboose to the opposite end of the train.
We are excited to host this meet and see all of you. Mid-June weather is usually fantastic.
Joe & Leslie Bussing
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May Meets
Don and Linda Morgan
Thanks
Morgans!
Don had the yard
and layout
looking great.
The track was in
great shape and
we experienced a
beautiful day.
The wind came
up and blew a
few of Georges
cars off the track
but hey, that
happens to real
trains too!
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Don has some great RR artifacts!
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Don’s railroad is
populated by lots
of lizards. I took
a video and
chased a number
of lizards out of
the tunnels!
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Gary & Cathy Raymond
I want to thank everyone who came out. We had a good turnout with great weather. Thanks especially to Byron and
his grandson Christian for helping with the setup and Georges for bringing his cool MTH Challenger train to run. I
ran my MTH Triplex with a long string of Mile Post freight cars to honor Bob Uniack's amazing resin car kits he has
produced over the last 20 years. We had friends, neighbors and train modelers from at least 3 clubs, GCGRS,
SCSME and SCGRC. A great day to enjoy trains. Georges and I ran trains. Other attending were Bob Uniack, Randy
Bryie, Sal and Debra Mele, Gary Olmstead, Art Bosse and Cathy, Carla and Gary from the SCGVC and Garden
Railroad News, Nicky from SCSME, Chris and his son Teddy, Victor, his wife and a couple of their friends, Brick
Price, plus various neighbors. Gary Raymond
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Gary has a great collection of Bob Uniack’s beautiful 1:32 “Milepost Models” resin cars
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August 3 – 14
Officially this is the second layout plan for the Fair. If you were at either the Morgan’s or Raymond’s meet,
you’ve seen other versions, but we aren’t going to talk about any of those. This layout is a much better
because of all your suggestions, and thank you very much for all of them. This is still not the final version,
and more suggestions are welcome, at least for the next month or so.
The big outside loop is Track One and has a six foot radius. The one just inside that is Track Two and has a
five foot radius. The point-to-point trolley/ “interurban" line is Track Three, and is two foot radius. The
logging/mining loop in the corner is Track Four and is 2 1/2 foot radius. None of the tracks will have
switches. There may be some fake sidings later.
The carved out space on the left is for our gear, and is also where tracks one, two and four will be loaded and
unloaded. Unfortunately, Track Three doesn’t come anywhere near the outside, so loading it needs to be
improved. I’m thinking about a track powered auto-cycling thing here. If you have something that would
look good here, and have some suggestions about how to control it, please let me know.
The blue scribble on the left is for a water feature with real water, possibly including a water fall or rapids.
The purple scribble on the right is for a “water” feature made entirely of flowers. Specifically, they will be
white and purple alyssum, a ground cover plant covered with flowers. You’ve seen them, even if you don’t
know them by name. I have 28 pots of them, which sounds like a lot, but I think it limits the length to not a
lot more than 15 feet or so. As you can see, this will also have a waterfall.
The right side needs…something, and any suggestions would be appreciated.
We will also need enough buildings for two towns, plus maybe some random things here and there. Please go
through your collections, and see if you could loan some to the project. As usual, the Fair theme is A County
Fair with Ocean Air.
Best Regards
Gary Olmstead
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Construction of the fair layout can begin on July 16. Gary is going to be speaking with Barbara
Schneider, (garden coordinator) to finalize plans. If we have plenty of volunteers construction
can proceed pretty quickly. We will also need to have volunteers to man the exhibit during the
fair to answer questions and to keep wandering fingers at bay. John Whitaker is going to start a
sign up sheet for the time slots.
This will be the second year for GCGRS to build a railroad in recent years. We built four or five
railroads for the fair in the early 1990’s. This is a lot of work and a lot of fun; always more fun
when lots of folks get involved! Many thanks to Gary Olmstead for bringing this project back to
life.
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Cleaning and Lubricating Your Engines

John Lyans
I always think about cleaning and lubricating an engine after I take to an operating session but somehow I end
up procrastinating. As you can tell by the tire wear, I have run this Bachmann C-19 a lot. Bachmann
recommends that this engine be lubricated after every six hours of use. I finally realized that service was overdue
so I set aside some time to clean and lubricate this great running machine. The same procedures are about the
same for any engine. A “steam” outline engine is more complicated by all of the moving parts.

I first removed the 12 screws that held on the bottom plate

Lots of dirt and gunk!

Then I removed the pilot truck

I used Q tips, toothpicks, alcohol, etc. for cleaning

Bachmann doesn’t say to but I removed the gear box cover, cleaned as much of the hardened grease that I could and used a
heavy gear lube to re-lube the drive gears. There is a little ridge on the gear box cover that needs to be aligned with the
spacer in the gear box to re-assemble.
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Then I used a SMALL drop of light/medium oil on the bearings, side and main rods, valve gear and cross heads

Cleaned, oiled and re-assembled
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My favorite 1:20.3 engine, cleaned, oiled and running smooth. My resolution is to do this on a regular basis!
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The GRITFY’s “JUNK”

A Battery powered Cab Forward
This project came to lite years ago, in my freshman years of garden railroading. There was a multiple
purpose for building this locomotive. First was to create a battery powered something to do the
frequently needed track cleaning. Second, was to purge as much of the extraneous ‘junk parts’ and
stuff that has been accumulating in the shop over the years from previous projects. Pictured above
we’re at work pulling an AristoCraft gondola that has metal wheels, a simulated coal load and is
equipped with a Rex Davis “BriteBlock” track cleaner.
Parts used:
 Motor block is Bachmann diesel – was purchased for a project that didn’t materialize.
 Basic cab assembly is unmistakably from a LGB #2020 ‘STAINZ’ locomotive that was scrapped
from a previous project.
 The cabs floor and frame is basically from the STAINZ with added ‘cat walks’ made from a ¼ inch
ABS sheet.
 The rear compartment that houses the battery was scratch built using 1/8 inch ABS sheet stock.
 The hood is a segment of a New Bright Caboose roof, [left over from another project].
 Radiator grill was part of a child’s sand bucket
8 set bordered with styrene angle.
 Battery power is E-flite from another project, and is located under the hood.
 The power switch is a push-on/push-off located above the head light.
 Front pilot area uses the ‘STAINZ’ riveted frame panel with added coupler pocket from Ozark
Miniatures and is made to accommodate an altered USA Trains knuckle coupler.
 The rear pilot step assembly is part of a coal bunker assembly from an AristoCraft 0-4-0
locomotive and allows the use of the common hook/loop or knuckle style coupler.
 The whistle was from the LGB “STAINZ” and the bell is off an LGB Mogul.
 Head light is from the STAINZ 2020, the marker lamps are from Ozark Miniatures and all lights do
work.
 Name plate over the radiator seemed apropos and was a hat pin find at a yard sale.
 Our Engineer is Brutus Bachmann who was found wandering around the railyard.
 Misc. bits and pieces like the side louvers were from the back shops “JUNK” drawer.
9
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What’s under the hood?

Locomotive Side View

This Radiator Plate seemed apropos!

Rear view

This was a fun project that used up some of the extraneous ‘JUNK’ from the shop. Most of all, as long
as the battery is up It does what it was intended for and that was to pull any or all track cleaning
apparatus as seen here pulling my “NORMAN’S ULTIMATE TRACK CLEANER”
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This gondola was built solely for this track cleaner attachment. The design of the gondola is based on a
1:20.3 scale AMS20-110A.car. Why? I really don’t know except that’s what they suggested to use, it
was easy enough to build and it does the job.
Materials used for the gondola:
 Base – 2.4 wide x 51/4 x .40 thick Evans wood
 Sides Bass wood & Evans wood construction
 Coupler – Universal, designed for Hook/Loop or Knuckle style
 Grab irons – USA Trains
 Brake Wheel – Unknown wheel, .06 dia. brass rod and custom made upper support
 Misc. n/b/w’s – Grant Lines
 Inside – we have a lead weight bar topped with a Styrofoam block coated with #12 silver sand
painted black to simulate a load of coal.

Photo Identifiers so I know what to attach
AT WORK TRACK CLEANING = Loco pulling a load
What’s under the hood =
UNDER THE HOOD (copy)
Radiator plate seemed apropos =
Radiator Emblem
Locomotive Side View =
Locomotive side view
Rear View =
Rear View
Norm’s Track Cleaner gondola = IMG_2117a
Norm’s Ultimate Track Cleaner = NORM’s 2
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http://ngrc2022.org/

